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YorksRobert Marshall

 32 Florence St., Hucknall
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 Pat Jennings 59 Cookridge
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 07951 841868

sales@cylinderpartsandservice.co.uk
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Wear/N’umberlnd/Clvlnd

 Duncan Davis. The BlackBull,
Frosterley, DL13 2SLTel: 01388
527784.duncandavis@mac.com

18 Scotland Drew Barr
30 Weavers Crescent
Kirkcaldy KY2 5LN
Tel: 01592 269266
barr195@btinternet.com

19 Ireland
  Roy Moore.
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 BT23 7HB
  Tel: 02891 813011

20 London/Middx
Jim Miles 11 Gordon Road,
Wanstead, London E11 2RA Tel:
07901 561866 (pm only)
fastforward1941@gmail.com

Overseas
Australia
Bill Ballard
24 Rowan Ave, Boronia Victoria 3155,
AustraliaTel: 00 61 3 9762 9974
sfbill1@bigpond.com

Scandinavia
Michael Deichmann
By-Lyngen 4 Blistrup, DK-3230
Graested Denmark
Tel: 00 45 2227
8651michael@deichmann.org

U.S.A
Robert P (Bob) Anderson
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Tel: (001) 847 381
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When telephoning UK from
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number with +44
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Editorial
Who would believe it’s March already? Seems like yesterday it was Christmas and
the day before was  a dream day driving my old Y through rolling countryside at the
height of summer.  Now the nightmare – just a couple of months to sort the car, get
it checked and oiled, do some paintwork, fill that hole, repair that wire, adjust the
fan belt, sort the carb… and so on. Each year I say I’ll get things done in the quiet
months, but I’ve failed again.
I do have one hope though – a new double garage to be built this year with proper
benches and storage with warmth and good lighting – well that’s my plan and then
next year all will be fine. But just what do I do with all that stuff whilst it’s built?
Some of it will have to go!
Our club has a similar problem with storage having two containers full of mostly old
second hand parts that need tidying and sorting but with cold and damp weather
and lack of working space and our increasing age and infirmities it’s difficult. Some
of your committee have spent time there again and intend to do more this year, but
there’s a lot of work to do. Access is poor and limited, spare space minimal, lighting
poor and often cold.  The spares are mostly from scrapped cars and can be considered
priceless, but without care and preservation could be worthless.  Our plan is to sort
good from bad, repair items that may be useful, assess items against future needs –
no point in keeping a hundred when needing just a couple at most – and scrap the
worst.

Your committee  has members committed to our club, spending hours of their time
on your behalf, organising and distributing parts, arranging tours, events and the
Old Ford Rally, NEC etc., keeping and updating the vast archive, managing
membership and subscriptions, taking care of finances and dare I say, helping
produce our magazine. See photo collage on inside rear cover.

We do have on 23rd April, our Annual General Meeting at the British Motor
Museum, Gaydon. Your committee will be there – Will you?

It’s your opportunity to meet members, chat with committee, hear what’s happened
this year, find out about the coming year and plans for the future. Yes, it might entail
a journey of a few hours, but entrance is FREE, along with the museum. Even tea
and coffee is free to members! Please make the event worthwhile to all by taking the
trouble to attend. Bring along your restoration enquiries and get free advice too. Any
stories or photos for the magazine will be welcomed by your editor.

Please note that Ron Lewis, our Website manager is making many improvements
to our website and soon this will be updated online.  It will have a new Members’
Section, for which you will need a password and a current one will be published
for members on the Parts Order Form in the centre of the magazine each issue. Well
done Ron!

Chairman’s Chatter

After a cold, and in some places very windy, start
to the year we are now seeing the sun with
temperatures approaching the dizzy heights of
double figures.  I know this has tempted some of
us to venture out in our cars.  In my case I shall
have to wait until the front mudguard is back on
following minor repairs.  On the plus side, that
gives me time to give the car a service and mini
MOT before refitting the mudguard, also much
easier to get at things without that panel in the
way.

The debate, to MOT or not MOT, continues in our
Club, and in the old car world in general.  I see
from the latest issue of FBHVC News that
consultations continue with the DfT (Department
for Transport) under the heading
“Roadworthiness Testing”.  When we have more
news on this important subject we will let you
know.

In the days when our cars had to pass the annual
test we accepted this enforced check, with most
members appreciating the independent
inspection.   This annual event spurred us owners
to check our cars and ensure any suspect parts
were replaced before we went for the test.  Now it
is too easy to assume nothing has gone wrong
since the car was last checked over.  Some may
ask, what else do you need to do from time to time
but change the engine oil, a quick check of gearbox
and axle levels and go round with the grease gun,
nothing else could have changed, could it?
  I find it a good discipline to have a list,
particularly on steering, brakes, suspension,
chassis, lighting, etc. and go through this at each
service, in my case every 1,000 miles.  On very low
mileage cars an annual check is recommended.
You may well find that nothing requires attention
but at least you have the peace of mind that your
car is roadworthy.

The fact remains that each of us are responsible
for the condition of our cars and maintaining
them to ensure they are safe to operate on the
road.  Should you need help or guidance on how
to do this the expertise is available within the
Club, you only have to ask.

The next major event in the Club calendar is our
AGM.  This year it will be held on April 23rd at the
British  Motor Museum, Gaydon.  It will be the
second year we have used this venue and judging
from the member’s reactions after last year’s
meeting, the new location was a success.  For
those of you that have not been to Gaydon, I can
tell you there are very good road links that take
you directly into the site, which is just a few
minutes off the M40 motorway.  The facility has
excellent meeting rooms, restaurant and other
services, plus there is the chance to look around
the museum.

By coincidence National Drive it Day is also on
Sunday April 23rd, it would be good to see some
of our local members in their cars putting on a
show at Gaydon.

Along with the rest of your Committee, I look
forward to seeing you on April 23rd.

Cover Photos
Front cover: Richard
Ball’s  Ford Y on his 5760
mile Saharan adventure  in
2014 to Morocco
Inside front:
Demonstrates the tinting of
old black and white photos,
bringing them to life.  Here
from Jan 1937 is the front
cover of the Ford Times.
www.
http://demos.algorithmia.c
om/colorize-photos/
Inside rear:  Shows
committed Club members
hard at work – as ever, taking
care of older spares.
Rear cover:  Membership
Officer Mike Mallyon’s red
and black Ford Y at the
BMM, Gaydon 2016 – taken
by and with permission of
Eddie Bellenie, an engineer
at BMM
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Owens Ob’s
Due to a family bereavement, I was not able to submit an article for the last magazine.
The Club AGM will be held at the BMM Gaydon on the 23rd April 2017   Please come along
if you can.  There is free entry for Y&C members and free tea/coffee all day.  So get along
and meet other members and officers and visit the Museum at the same time.
Since my last input there have been several new members joining the club mainly overseas
and bringing with them new cars to the register, Sam Roberts has been busy obtaining their
vehicle histories for the club’s archives.  Some lapsed members have re-joined, so welcome
back.

The club continues to be active in supplying spare parts and in getting parts manufactured,
among these are Fuel tanks both Y and C. These will be available shortly.  The Fenland Tour
2017 is in its final stages of organisation, and those who indicated that they would like to
come on the tour have already sent in their deposits. The tour looks to be taking in some
very interesting sights in the area.  The feasibility of a 2018 tour to the Nord-De-Pas-Calais
is gathering pace, more on this in the future.

On a personal note, I am sorry to inform you that a long-standing friend, member and spares
holder John Keenan has had to stand down from club activities for personal reasons.   I’m
sure that those who know John will join me in wishing him well for the future.  This will of
course now leave the post of Area contact vacant, so if anyone in the Kent/East Sussex area
would like to come forward and take this position please contact me via email.  (email
address in officer list) The position isn’t an onerous task, and really only acts as a point of
contact for that area.

In the latest FBHVC newsletter it was announced that Lord Steel would be taking over as
President after the death of Lord Montagu.  It also contained news that the proposed
increase in the Ethanol content of fuel from 5 to 10% will not happen at present, this is good
news for our fuel pumps!

With winter, hopefully behind us soon, the opportunity to get our cars out of their winter
hibernation is upon us.  So, all those jobs that didn’t get done can now be addressed and
completed - I know I have a couple of things to do!

Owen Baldock - Secretary

Spares
Officer’s
Report

The first fuel tank has been fitted to a Model
‘C’ car, with no problems; the member is
exceptionally pleased with the tank. The
tanks are made from stainless steel with all
new parts,  this alleviates the need to use
parts from old fuel tanks.  The Model ‘Y’
tanks are now available.  Anyone who is
interested in purchasing a tank, at a special
discount price, should contact me by email,
before they go on general sale.

All the ancillary parts for the shock absorber
assemblies are now completed and we will
be offering Model ‘C’ shock absorber
assemblies later in the year, followed closely
by refurbished pear shaped shock absorber
assemblies. When both these are available
they will be added to the Parts for Sale list in
Transverse Torque.

There has been some progress on the
windscreens surrounds and there should be
more information available in the coming
months.

I have just completed the annual stock taking
which includes collecting all the information
on the number of items held by our twelve
stock holders, collating the information and
calculating the value of the stock held. This
is required for the annual accounts.

We are replacing the spares committee with
ad hoc action groups which will be prepared
to take on specific tasks as required. This
small taskforce will investigate one aspect or
component and communicate their findings
on a regular basis and bring a project to
fruition to the required quality standards,
with drawings and cost estimates.  A small
group will be more effective and Register
members can be included for their specialist
knowledge. If members feel that they can
contribute to these teams please contact me
for further details.

If you are attending the AGM and have any
spare parts that are cluttering up your garage
or workshop and you would wish to donate
them to the Register, please bring them along
and we will be pleased to take them off you.
Any Shock absorber dampers, steering
boxes, drop arms splined or keyways, engine
mounts, pedals, brake shoes, dynamos,
starter motors or any other parts you would
like to donate that we can refurbish.

Peter Ketchell
Spares Officer
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– News of new members
Since the last issue of “Transverse Torque” we are pleased to welcome to the Ford Y & C
Model Register the following 2 rejoining and 6 new members.

Derek Griffiths G1401  Penketh Cheshire
Reginald Jordan J0301  Fleet Hampshire
Peter Millican M1410  Morecambe Lancashire
Janne Nuotio O-N101  Vihti Finland
Danny Sanderson S1402  Middleton Manchester
Ross Symonds S0901  Royston Hertfordshire
John Thomson T1807  Baillieston Glasgow
David Vickers V1101  Hampton Magna Warwickshire

We are delighted to welcome these new members and give below brief details of their
vehicles:-

Derek Griffiths has upgraded from a Friend of the Register to a full member.  He has
bought CRW 223, chassis number Y182079, Briggs body number 165/64686, a fawn Tudor.
It was first registered 15/04/1937.  The car had been owned by ex-member Chris Tidy,
although Derek did not buy the car from him.  The car is the process of being restored.
Welcome on board and good luck with the restoration.

Reg Jordan – we are pleased to welcome Reg to the Club.  Reg has owned his green/black
Tudor since April 1975 when the car was taken on several rallies by Reg and his girlfriend
Pam (now his wife).  The car was put into storage in 1990 after moving from Hertfordshire
to Hampshire, where it has been until January 2017.  The registration is BOU 783, chassis
number Y167960 and Briggs body number 165/56134.  It was first registered 09/02/1937.
The car needs the wheels powdered coated and new tyres, otherwise it is ready for the road.

Peter Millican has rejoined the Club after many years absence.  He is looking to buy a
Model ”Y”.   The car he previously owned is in Tenerife as far as we are aware.   We hope
you soon find a suitable “Y” and welcome back on board.

Janne Nuotio is our new member from Finland. Janne is a senior lecturer at the
Automotive and Mechanical Engineering Metropolia University of Applied Sciences,
Helsinki.  The 1934, Y50134  Fordor is being used as a teaching aid for his students.  The
car was imported from Sweden in 2004. When the car is no longer used to teach the
mechanical engineering students, it is going to be restored to its
former glory.  We hope your students enjoy working on the “Y”
and a very warm welcome to the Club.
Danny Sanderson – we extend a warm welcome to Danny who
has recently inherited a Model Y from his grandfather, George.
The Y has been in a field for a considerable amount of time,
probably about 60 years and Danny remembers playing in the
car as a child.  Danny is taking on the mammoth task of a full
restoration as he believes it would have pleased George.  The
chassis number is Y172701.  We wish you lots of luck with your
ambitious project and the Club is always on hand to assist.

Ross Symonds has recently purchased a “Y” in “barn find”
condition at a motor auction in Norwich.  Evidently the vehicle
has been dry stored since 1965 so that the speedometer reading
of 83165 could well be authentic.  (Photo right) The registration
number is UJ 9062, chassis number Y172580 and Briggs body
number 167/15132.  It is a black 1937 Tudor first registered on
the 20th of February of that year.   Work has begun on the most
damaged areas and Ross intends to separate the body from the
chassis to facilitate complete removal of any corrosion.  The car
is going to be rebuilt sympathetically using original parts and
techniques where possible.   Ultimately, Ross plans to cover significant mileage in this
vehicle.  We wish you well with the restoration and a very warm welcome to the Club.

John Thomson has rejoined the Club.  He has bought member Colin Payton’s car.  The
registration is YWG 917, chassis number Y78790 and Briggs body number 167/7694.  It is
a 1934, maroon/black Tudor.  The car is under restoration.  Welcome back on board and
good luck with the restoration.

David Vickers is the owner of VXS 277, previously carried the registration BOM 121. The
chassis  number is Y141130, Briggs body number 165/41658.  The car is a black Tudor, first

registered on the 2nd July 1936. VXS 277 is
under restoration with a few jobs to do. The
car was previously owned by David’s friend,
ex-member Joe Berry, who sadly passed
away in 2015.  Good luck with the
restoration, we hope that the car is back on
the road soon and a very warm welcome to
the Club

 Hopefully, you will find this contribution to
“Transverse Torque” informative & as
always, the club extends a warm welcome to
all the new members. The Editor will be
pleased to receive any news & photographs
of your vehicles.

Mike Malyon   Membership Officer

Members Matter
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International correspondence.

Australia.
For those of you who are not aware, because
of the high currency exchange rate between
UK and Australia and the large number of
Y&C enthusiasts ‘Down Under’, we have
allowed Bill Ballard to distribute reprints of
Transverse Torque on a non-profit basis to
members of what he calls the Syndicate, each
of whom subscribes a small amount to cover
the cost of printing and postage.  Bill Ballard
and the Syndicate each pay an overseas
membership subscription to the Y&C
Register here in UK.  To save him
unnecessary work and with their agreement,
he has now resorted to sending electronic
copies to the Syndicate members.

Since 2001, Bill has also been writing,
publishing and distributing a bi-monthly
newsletter to the Syndicate members with,
mainly, in-country news of Australian
Models “Y” and “C” and relevant snippets
from Transverse Torque.  From issue no. 10
of the newsletter in July 2006, the title
changed to “Wire Wheels”.  The title
indicating that of the small Fords, only the
Models “Y” and “C” have wire wheels.

Over the years, Bill has improved the quality
of this publication; introducing coloured
photographs and expanding on the coverage.
It is now a publication which, dare I say,
rivals Transverse Torque in Y&C interest.
Bill is to be congratulated on the long hours
and diligence he puts in to this and other
publications, to Syndicate activities and to
his own vehicles.   Long may he remain at the
Aussie Y&C helm.

I am delighted to report that Bill has recently
sent us a memory stick recording all past
issues of the Newsletter and Wire Wheels.
These have been added to the Club archive
and will be added to as new issues are
distributed.  Thanks Bill.

France.
We know little about the Ford assembly plant
at Asniéres on the bank of the River Seine in
the north-west suburbs of Paris.  The tract of
land was bought by the Ford Motor Company
in 1925 as the assembly of Model Ts was
coming to a close in Bordeaux.  As in
England, due partly to the Great Depression,
the sales of the Model A were negligible and
the first vehicle of any note to be assembled
by Ford S.A.F. at the plant was the 6CV
(Cheval Vapeur – horse power) Model “Y”.

Regrettably, due to a relatively high import
duty and the fierce competition from the
major French manufacturers such as
Citroën, Renault and Peugeot, Model “Y”
sales were very poor; only 3.1 % of cars
registered in France in 1934 were Fords.

Included in that 3.1% were some V8 Model
40s.  Eventually a merger between Ford
and the French company Mathis was
agreed and production of Fords, redesigned
as Matfords, was transferred from Asniéres
to Strasbourg.  Production of the Model “Y”
(“Egrec” in French) had ceased at this point.

Germany.
Two of a number of photographs, courtesy
of Jim Miles, show a frauline adorning a
pre-May 1938, Drauz-bodied Eifel cabrio-
limousine.  What was puzzling is the logo on
the badge forward of the base of the door,
which is not that of Drauz, the coachbuilder.

Our friend, Thilo
Moerke, from the
Ford Oldtimer und
Motorsport Club
Cologne e.V., came
up with the
explanation, “You
are right, the photos
shows a Drauz
bodied post-facelift
E i f e l
“Cabriolimousine”.
We assume the
badge fitted is of
“Schwabengarage”,
a Stuttgart based
dealership.  Please
find attached a photo
taken in WW II

showing the same logo on some of their
vehicles, incl. a
Model A tow
truck and an
Eifel Express-
Lieferwagen

Schwabengar
age was
founded in
1920 as
“Württembergi
sche
Kraftverkehrsg
esellschaft“. In
1928 they
expanded into
the new car
business,
selling Ford,
Buick,
Chevrolet and
Citroen. Before
WW II they
were the
largest
German Ford
garage.  In
1999 they were
acquired by
the Swiss Emil
Frey Group,
still one of the
largest new
car businesses
in Europe with
many Ford
dealerships all
over Germany.
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Finland.
Janne Nuotio is a Senior Lecturer in the Automotive and Mechanical
Engineering Department of Metropolia, the University of Applied Sciences
in Kalevankatu near Helsinki, Finland.  He explains that he “is running a
product design course where automotive students are gathering and
analysing information.  They will report the meaning and functionality
of the components of our Ford Model “Y” and finally they will 3D-model
the frame and the powertrain.  Therefore all Model “Y” related
information, books, drawings etc. would help us greatly.”  He attached
three photographs of their in-house Model “Y”, which looks as though it
has been stored in a barn for decades.  Looking at the detail in the
photographs, it would appear that they are working with either a late 1933
or early 1934 De Luxe Fordor.  Janne has ordered a copy of the Y&C book
and will no doubt join the Register and purchase copies of the Bulletins,
parts list and handbook.  In the meantime, we await details of the chassis
and Briggs body numbers so that we can date its manufacture.

P.S. Janne has since reported the chassis number as Y50134 (late January
1934) and the Briggs body number 166/1790.  He has joined the Register
and has ordered the Bulletins and handbooks.

South Africa
Ex-member Willi Pretorius and his wife, Jean, from Sundra, have
decided that the heat in South Africa is unbearable, so they are
relocating to Alaska.  That’s some relocate!  Willi has a very smart
Tudor Model “CX” (C51927), for which he is trying to find a decent
home.  He is concerned that, if a decent home is not found, the car
will be hot-rodded; in which case he would prefer to ship it to UK,
where it would be cherished.

We know of only a couple of surviving cars in South Africa and very
little about the Ford assembly plant, which was located in Port
Elizabeth.  It is presumed that Willi’s car was exported to Port
Elizabeth where it would have been assembled.
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Photographic Finds.

Thanks mainly to Karl
Dillon, we have a few
accidents this time round:-

“Who jumped the lights?  A
sorry looking Daimler on the

Barnet bypass 1953!”

Took the corner too fast and
left part of the car on the bank

– 1930s!”

The wartime blackout white
markings on the car did not

stop the other guy speeding!
Note the extinguisher foam.”
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Jaguar apprentices
show how its done in

1965.  Been there,
done that!

Online - Website Update
For the past few months I have been converting the current website on to a modern
system, using the latest standards and techniques.  This work is nearing completion and
the current live website will soon be switched to the new one - at around the time of the
Club AGM.

Whilst the build and layout of the website has been modernised, the content has remained
substantially the same.  You will notice more modern presentation, plus there is now a
password protected ‘Members’ page.  In the member’s pages, you will find such things as
Parts Order Form, AGM/Committee details, and even a page allowing you to download
previous (PDF) copies of Transverse Torque.
To access the ‘Members’ page, the password you need is “Asterix1@”.  This password
will change with each issue of the magazine.  The website address remains the same –
www.fordyandcmodelregister.co.uk

Please take a look at the new website, and contact me if you have any comments or
problems.  My email address is yandcweb@gmail.com.
Ron Lewis, Website Manager

Editor’s comments:

AS a rule, the current password will be placed on the centre pull out parts section on
‘Useful Contacts’ page in the format of  Old password/New password  so that it
will cover any overlap in effectual date.

Facebook pages and Yahoo forum

Members may join our Facebook page by requesting an invitation by email. The Yahoo
Forum is joined by applying to fordyandcmodelregister-subscribe@yahoogroups.co.uk
with ”subscribe” as the subject line and text message with name, registration, membership
no etc. Any problems email your editor.
Facebook allows quick discussions, the Forum can access photos, diagrams etc. The more
that join in the better it will become.

www.fordyandcmodelregister.co.uk
www.fordyandcmodelregister.co.uk
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Annual General Meeting
Sunday 23rd. April. 2.00pm

Venue: The British Motor
Museum

Gaydon. CV35 0BJ

Check notice board on arrival
for room allocated - in

conference area.
Members and family/friends are

invited to attend the AGM.
Please use the main entrance to
the museum.  Entry is free but
you are advised to have your
current magazine to show at

the desk.

The meeting starts at 2.00pm.,
but you may arrive earlier and

look around the museum -
please wear the sticker provided

as you enter.

Members are offered free
tea/coffee during the day. This is

available, on a self service
basis, in the private area on the
first floor balcony ....turn left at

the top of the escalator and
proceed to the far end of the

concourse.
Additional refreshments are
available, at your cost, in the

restaurant.

Our AGM gets the business
covered but in a friendly

atmosphere. Please come along
and meet fellow

members......new faces are
particularly welcome.

Presented to the Ford Y & C Model Register by
Hildy Billing in memory of her husband Maurice
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Events  2017

31/Mar -2 April NEC Practical Classics Show Not Club

23rd April 2017      Our AGM at British Motor Museum, Gaydon

23rd April 2017      National Drive It Day

21st May 2017         Chiltern Hills Vintage Vehicle Rally.

 Weedon Park, Aylesbury HP22 4NN  Jim Miles

 www.chilternhillsrally.org.uk

27-29 May 40th Enfield Pageant Jim Miles

www.whitewebbsmuseum.co.uk

11th-17th June 2017 Fenland Club Tour –  Jo Hanslip 01945 430325

16th July Old Ford Rally at Gaydon  Bob Wilkinson

13th August Saffron Walden Common  David Kent

20th Aug Burley Classic Show, Wharfedale  Pat Jennings

10th September  Otley Vintage Extravaganza  Pat Jennings

5th Nov Committee Mtg Willoughby 11.00am  Owen Baldock

10-12 Nov NEC Classic Car Show  Geoff Salminen

9th Dec Christmas Dinner, Adderbury, Oxon    Colin French

Contact phone numbers on page 3

Next  ‘LastCopy’  Date for Transverse Torque 226,  May/June 2017 , will be Friday 28th
April 2017 – Earlier  submissions will be much appreciated.
Please send in all your event photos and stories.  Progress tales on winter work perhaps?
Handwritten, typed or electronic, paper or digital, mis-spelt, bad grammar – it really does not matter.
I can even touch up and crop photos, scan old photo prints/negatives  and research associated history.
My thanks goes to those who have written in previously – it is appreciated.
Advice on photos: To take a good photograph for publication, avoid open doors, exclude nearby
people unless referred to in matching articles,  look for interesting backgrounds, turn camera on side
to produce portrait styles better for front cover,  leave space on all sides unless a detail photo, use
highest resolution,  take several at different angles and heights.
ED.
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Members Upwrite

Moss family – three
generations
Member Nigel Moss wrote  in
several  months ago,  (Sorry it’s
taken a while Nigel) enclosing
some photographs of his
grandfather Ernie Moss and Nigel’s
father Brian Moss, both competing
in the MCC long distance trials in
the 1960’s.
Cars here are BDG32 and ECD109
They also enjoyed great success
competing in one-day Classic Car
Trials against more modern cars of
the time.
His brother, Ian, competes regularly
in MCC events and classic trials in
a Ford Model Y .  More photos can
be seen online at
http://www.classictrials.co.uk/Gas1
003CloudsinY.htm
These photos online show more Y’s
- FML801, CHY375, FML801 – all
without bumpers!

Photos from top:
Brian Moss 1963/64 MCC Land’s End Trial
Ernie Moss 1962 Exeter Trial
Ernie Moss driving with Brian Moss, Roy  Wheeler in
back seat
1962 Exeter Finish Weymouth - From left, Jim
Loveday, unknown, Ernie Moss, Roy Wheeler and
Brian Moss.

http://www.classictrials.co.uk/Gas1003CloudsinY.htm
http://www.classictrials.co.uk/Gas1003CloudsinY.htm
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Further to his introduction in issue 223,
Glenn Marcucio from New York writes
in again with news of his progress.  Glenn
has requested various information sheets
from both Sam  Roberts and I, especially
reprints of articles about the Y roof from
earlier issues of Transverse Torque. ( Similar
reprints have also been sent to fellow USA
member Michael Hines, and are freely
available upon request).)

Trial fit of frame

He attached some photos and wrote “I
removed the radiator and sent it to the
radiator shop.  Wanting to keep it original as
possible I had them re-core it.   They
removed the original steel core that had
rotted cooling fins and replaced it with a
brand new copper core which has much
better heat transfer than steel (he attached a
chart).  I was able to use the original upper
and lower tanks while keeping the original
Essex Manufacture tag in place on the upper
tank.

 Essex plate on radiator”

Other than fitting the Y with a remote water
pump, using a copper radiator core makes
up for some of the efficiency lost in
operating with a thermo-syphon action
cooling system.  All at a price tag of $650
US dollars.   I attached pictures of old
radiator, Essex Tag, new re-core radiator,
illustration of Y thermal siphon cooling
system and metals heat transfer chart.  You
can see a big difference in the heat transfer
rate of steel and copper. “

[These photos will go on our Yahoo Forum
under USA photo album – Ed]

He also adds “Floor boards are all complete.
I am going to stain them with several coats
of black wood stain.  I’m going to hold off
installing them in the car until I finish some
frame work that is easier to access without
the floor boards installed.”It is always good
to hear of progress in the restoration of  our
cars and enlightens and encourages other
members. Your editor,  along with other
members eagerly await further news and
perhaps we’ll see some YouTube videos as
well?

Floor boards in
place

To this

Can’t see the join

From this
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A Cautionary Tale of Earth,
Smoke and Fire.

A few weeks ago, I attempted to retrieve a spare wheel I had hanging on my garage wall.
But of course, the car is in the way, it was too wet a day to open the doors, so I bravely
climbed over my car, using the bumper irons as stepping stones.

Unfortunately, I had secured the wheel with cable ties, so I retraced my steps to get a cutter.
That’s when I saw the wisps of white smoke! This fine white misty smoke  was oozing out
of the radiator, and I had the bonnet covered in a sheet for the winter, so that was thrown
off PDQ.  Aghast, the whole of the bonnet was filled with this smoke, so I quickly detached
the battery lead completely.

I have been using one of those terminal screw clamps, but even though I believed it undone,
it had lain at an angle, leaving it just touching and making contact.  I guess my clambering
over the car had disturbed it and caused it to connect.  At a glance, I couldn’t see where the
damage was through the now very acrid white smoke, so came back later to look after the
smoke had cleared.

It appears that the wire that connects to the terminal atop the starter and goes to the brake
switch below the chassis had shorted out and was burning off its insulation. I have to note
here that the whole car was covered in a coating of condensation from the poor weather
outside and my garage is neither heated nor air-tight.

Thankfully, although in a loose harness, no damage was found to the adjacent wires.

Now, I pulled apart that wire from the torpedo rubber connector to the brake switch  and
cut off the now bare wire.  That I need to replace, but it should be noted that this lead is live
when the battery is connected! No fuse! I had built in a fuse to the thick yellow feed to the
ammeter, but forgotten this week point.  I think also the same applies to the horn wire.  So
two fuses to be sourced and fitted!

I don’t know yet if the switch is defunct or it was just the damp shorting out – that’s the
next job, but the warning stands – Disconnect your battery completely when not in
use, or at least, install fusing!

The frightening thought was that the
complete car and garage could have
been destroyed had I not been there
at that time.
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Tanner’s Tech Tips
I have received, over the last few weeks, six technical enquiries.  First
was from an Irish club member with a query related to the removal
of a seized cylinder head stud. This is an old chestnut that could do
with some clear guidelines to avoid snapping a stud.  To begin with
do not try the 'lock nut ' method as this will most certainly snap the
stud, as excess force will cause the stud to twist at the top and snap at
the block face. If you can apply some heat at the lower end of the stud
and then use a pair of good quality mole grips, nice and tight. Then
work the grips backwards and forwards a very small amount at a
time and you should start to see some movement.  Now apply plenty
of releasing fluid and carry on as before.  Make sure your mole grips
are as close to the block face as possible. If the stud snaps then drilling
it out and use of a stud extractor is the last resort. (I sometimes use a pair of ‘Footprints’,
these bite in to grip, although Mole grips stay attached – Ed)

Another call was from a member asking the for the correct procedure for ‘CX’  windscreen
removal.  This can be done single handed but with some help, as with most things, it’s always
a good idea, particularly here as it can be a little awkward. The inner panel above the
windscreen needs removal this will reveal the hinges. (On my Y, this panel was held in by
10 spring clips that can be gently prised with a flat blade. Ed)  Open the screen fully then
scribe round the hinge to enable the screen to go back to its correct original position, this
makes life very much easier. Then with help hold the screen securely while the roll pin is
knocked through at the  point where the regulator assembly attaches to the screen frame.
You will see the screen fixing screws, two each side. Use a good well fitting screw driver,
being careful not to damage the screw slots, then it can be lifted away.

Next was a charging problem on a ‘Y’  viz. ‘Nil’ charge, which appeared to be worn out
brushes.  Disconnect the battery, and then to remove the generator loosen the adjusting
pillar.  Disconnect the single yellow wire to the cut out sitting on top of generator, ease off
the fan belt  and remove the generator.  Remove the metal dust cover strap to reveal two
large brushes and one small thinner one, called the third brush. These can be easily replaced
by removal of the single screw at the end of each of the wires. (Do not over tighten or they
will break!-Ed)  Make sure the commutator is in good order and clean using methylated
spirit with a soft cloth. On removal of the screws holding the brushes the spring which bears
on the brush needs easing to one side then pull the brush out. Don't rush it make notes for
ease of reassembly.  Your ammeter should now be showing a charge. Adjust to suit needs –
Summer/Winter

Another call related to a non starting Model Y.  Our member fitted new points, then nothing!
So I went through the points fitting procedure, and the fibre insulating washer hadn't been
fitted. (Later club supplied points do not have a washer, but a raised shape to the plastic.)
So it's a case of fitting the fixed contact, then the fibre washer over the mounting post, then
the moving contact. Our man rang me back about an hour later and he said the car fired up
straight away!  Happy days.

A Member  mailed asking “is it necessary to
place his car on blocks over the winter
months?”  I explained that this is good
practice, as the weight of the car, may cause
a flat on the tyre, or most certainly cause the
walls to crack rendering an otherwise good
tyre useless.  Also, use only axle stands - you
need four - they are not expensive. Two
under the front axle and two under the rear
axle.  Never use blocks or bricks etc, only
axle stands. Think safety !

Last was a call from a club member who is
rather anxious to rectify an overheating
problem on his ‘CX’, causing it to stall in
traffic then the usual waiting time to restart.
He said that he has fitted heat shields etc but
still suffering fuel vaporisation.  It seems he
is happy his radiator is ok, but as I said in a
previous magazine  recently, these old
radiators are probably blocked, restricting
the flow even though no leaks are evident.  I
advised our man to take check his radiator
make sure the honeycomb is clear and all is
well then take it to a radiator specialist for a
check. My own radiator on my CX was re
cored a couple of years ago I was told it was
over 80 per cent blocked! I suffer no
overheating problems now.
DT

CX Pane
I recently fitted 4 new window glasses to the CX . I had a spot of trouble
with the passenger side front window as it has been jammed shut for a
little while now, and so this was a good opportunity to fix it.  Having a
good look through the inner door frame I could see that the metal
window channel ,the bit the window sits in was rusted through and
broken in half.  So what was needed was a good repair job.
I needed a piece of mild steel 'U' section channelling ¼  by ½ inch
around 21 inches long.  B&Q have a very handy section in their store
which deal with metre lengths of mild steel flat , angle, U section, brass
rod, threaded, tubing etc etc.  So I purchased a suitable piece of U section.

It's important to get your measurements correct. I laid the rusty bits on
the bench and made sure that the new channel was positioned correctly
in relation to where it attaches to the runner which the spring loaded
wheels fit into.  Hope you are keeping up! My sketch should make things
clear. All the old rusty channel needs grinding away then lay the runner
on the new U section.  Hold it all together with mole grips and after
making sure all is well a couple of welds to finish the job.  Reassemble,
I used clear silicone mastic inside the new channel to secure the glass.
Wind the window up to fully closed and leave it for a day or two.  Be sure
to put plenty of grease in the runner for ease of movement. J ob took
about two hours, cost £4.95 for the U section.  A bit fiddly but well worth the effort.
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Bits and Bobs
Here are two pre-war post cards that I hope
will interest you. They are of Wigton Market
Place, Wigton, Cumbria, and show a small
town coming to life in the morning.

The first postcard is of the Moore Memorial
Drinking Fountain erected 1872 by George
Moore. He was High Sheriff of Cumberland,
and erected this in memory of his wife Eliza
who had died 14 years before in 1858.

 To the left at the rear of the fountain we
have the ‘Kings Arms Commercial Hotel’.
Of special interest are the pair of petrol
pumps outside on the pavement.  Next door
‘Garage’ is written above the premises - they
must have owned the pumps.  Moving on
we come to ‘J.O. Blair’ purveyor  of  ‘Bibby’s
Cake’  which was, or maybe still is, animal
food stuff for cattle and calves. The final
premises in the block is ‘W.Dodd’,  it looks
like a hanging rail in the window so perhaps
we have a butchers here.

Now for the furniture of the road itself.  It
looks as if when driving one could pass
either side of the Fountain - note the dark
saloon going left at the hotel and the little
Austin Ruby about to turn right at ‘W
Dodd’s’ shop -  outside of which is parked
an Austin 16 or 20.  Moving towards the
right foreground we find the mandatory
delivery bicycle parked in the kerb ready for
a quick takeoff, also note the handcart in
front of the bike with one wheel on the
pavement.  Then we go centre stage and see
the smart Model Y Tudor. But before we
leave this card, did you spot the long rad
Ford Y van?  It’s on the extreme left, waiting
for its first run of the day?

The companion view is to have been taken
from the first floor of one of the shops
shown in the first card. Our Model Y  is still
centre stage, whilst the little van is still
waiting to work.  One can just make out the
Y van’s fitted Ford mudflaps! Over to the
left we have the double fronted ‘Fountain
Hardware Stores’ run by J. Aird & Sons Ltd.
Meanwhile the handcart has moved and
now has both wheels on the road. Could
that be Mr J Aird overseeing the man who
is water brushing the service way next to
the shop?  Looking on down the High Street
we see people walking at ease across the
street, whilst on the left is another Ford
1937/39  7Y and going away from it is a
light coloured Rover which adds to the
overall composition of these period pictures.

Jim Miles.

 2013 view of Wigton
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Ford was not the first.
The Model A was the model that seems to have made Ford in Dearborn realise (as it also
dawned on Detroit) that the American trend to ever larger bore engines would mean that
they would no longer be able to market the same models in Europe as in America.  Following
the Wall Street Crash of October 1929 and the subsequent Great Depression, only cheap to
buy and cheap to run cars were viable in Europe.  As a result, only 5 Model A saloons were
manufactured in Dagenham in the last three months of 1931.  They were relatively expensive
to buy and, because they had the typical American ‘square’ engine, with the bore and stroke
the same (approx. 3 ins), the Road Tax was also high; the RAC Road Tax formula, which was
based on bore size only, applied in similar forms across Europe. Hence the European cars
had small bores and long strokes.  The Ford Motor Company was on the verge of bankruptcy
in Europe.

General Motors had acted quickly and bought the Opel company in 1929 in order to sell their
future small cars under that name.  Over a period of only 9 months, Ford developed and

produced the Model “Y” at
Dagenham and
built/utilised the Köln,
Copenhagen, Antwerp,
Paris (Asniéres) and
Barcelona plants to
assemble the car in Europe.
All other manufacturers
who had had assembly lines
in Europe (Chrysler, Willys,
Studebaker) simply gave up
on the market and left.  Opel
beat Ford by a little over a
year to launch the first
completely new small car
design under American
leadership and with
engineering from Detroit.
The 1931 Opel 1.8 Litre,
which had kept nothing

from any predecessor, was a
modern looking compact six-
cylinder car resembling a
reduced scale Buick of 1930.
The Germans loved it.  And

they loved even more the economy version, the Opel 1.2 Litre, which appeared in 1932.

Happy birthday.
Malcolm Grace found the ‘bathing belle’ birthday card in his village shop in West Sussex.
The Model “Y” is registered in 1935 in Hertfordshire, which is some way from the sea!

Heart-shaped
combustion chambers.
We have been ‘researching’ the introduction
and cessation of the ‘heart-shaped’
combustion chambers on the Model “Y”
cylinder heads.  The ‘heart’ is formed by the
location of the inlet and exhaust valves in the
lobes of the ‘heart’ and the pointed flow path
for the flame and gases into and out of the
cylinder.  The 18mm spark plug hole sits in
the middle of the ‘heart’.

Our thoughts so far are that these heads were
used on the early 18mm spark plug engines
and stayed in production until the 14mm
spark plugs were introduced in approximately
January 1935, when the later ‘figure of eight’
heads appeared.  Note that the same narrow
b l o c k
g a s k e t s
w e r e
suitable for
both types.
It was not
until May
1935 that
the wide
b l o c k
e n g i n e s
w e r e
introduced
such that
the castings
for both the
Model “Y”
and Model
“C” engines
could made
from the
s a m e
mouldings.
N o t e :
n a r r o w
block 4.53
ins.; wide
block 4.65
ins.

Y v o n
P r e c i e u x
tells of
aluminium ‘heart shaped’ Alta and Silvertop
cylinder heads produced as accessories for
Ford early cars, which he thinks were
discontinued at the same time as the Ford
steel version.

If any reader can shed more light on this
subject, we are all ears.

Potatoes
Extract from The Light Car magazine
February 5th1937, “Did you know that
quantities of potatoes are used in the Ford
factory at Dagenham?  It is impracticable to
boil white metal or babbit, owing to the high
temperature required, but a bubbling effect
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is necessary to bring any impurities to the
surface.  This bubbling process is produced
by pushing a potato on the end of a rod into
the hot metal.  Immediately all the scum and
foreign substances rise to the top.  This
reaction to the potato is the result of the high
percentage of water in the vegetable which
causes minor explosions in the molten metal.”

Belisha beacon.

An amber-coloured globe lamp atop a tall
black and white pole, marking pedestrian
crossings of roads in the United
Kingdom, Ireland and in other countries
historically influenced by Britain, e.g., Hong
Kong, Malta and Singapore. It was named
after Leslie Hore-Belisha (1893–1957),
the Minister of Transport, who in 1934 added
beacons to pedestrian crossings, marked by
large metal studs in the road surface. These
crossings were later painted in black and
white stripes and are thus now known
as zebra crossings.

Rust in peace.
New Friend of the Register, Matt Coleman in
Killiney, Co. Dublin, relates his sad tale from
the 1960s, “I have told you the early part of
the story of my "Y”, ZA 7077 (up to the time I
abandoned it in the shrubbery of the old
house).  What happened was that I always
worried about the brakes and, in the early
60's, felt I should up-grade and fancied the
1948 Anglia Tombstone.  I bought one which
looked super but the engine was poor, so I
took the engine out of the “Y” and put it in the
Anglia.

I pushed the poor old “Y” up into the
shrubbery and set off from Dublin to
Tipperary.  Despite a problem with the
engine stabilising bar, I managed 93 miles
complete with dog, to visit my girlfriend.
Everything went well.  Sometime later the
Anglia ran some bearings in the rear drive and
I had to abandon it.  My old “Y” meantime had
become lost in the shrubbery.  I had another
“Y” Tudor out of which I had cut the rear to
take luggage, but abandoned the idea. They
were both in the company of another “Y”
Fordor, which a friend had left there
abandoned.  Oh how I yearn for the wisdom
which comes with passing years.  The Fordor
was slightly more accessible, but when I saw
it last there were wild plum trees growing up
through the floor and through the soft roof.
So all three were abandoned as is now the old
house and the grounds which the new owner
said he would clear.  So ends the sad story.”

20 years ago.
Issue 105  March/April 1997

The then Editor, Peter Brooke was, and still is domiciled near Goole in the flat East Riding
of Yorkshire.  He relates, “Many members are now on the point of taking those first few
miles in their newly restored vehicles, testing the reliability and fine tuning their work.
They will soon come to trust their car, know its weaknesses and try to find ways round
these.  I found that if I left ‘Emily’ in the drive during damp weather, the wind which
funnelled between the buildings soon drove water on to the electrics and made starting
more difficult.  Add to this a cold day, thick oil and the village were treated to the spectacle
of a family going for an early morning run with the car at the end of February! (3 outside,
1 behind the wheel).”

In a similar vein, just after his Christmas activities, Peter Crook, a vicar in Leamington Spa
telephoned to say that he had seen a Model “Y” being driven on the road close to the
vicarage almost daily, in fog, rain and pitch darkness en route to and from Rugby.  He was
assured that it wasn’t an apparition but just the noble Geoff Dee using his car as Henry
Ford intended.  He was so impressed that he asked Sam Roberts, the then Chairman, to
look over a Model “Y”, which he knew of in a barn in Coombe Bissett, near Salisbury.  The
car, a 1934 Tudor (Y84348, TSK 501 – ex NV 4771, had been sitting in this open barn since
1993, when it had been purchased by the local main Lotus dealer, probably in  part
exchange for one of his more exotic numbers!  The car was not in too bad a state, but had
understandably deteriorated.  The battery was still connected!  We still had it listed on the
register; thanks to its previous owner, a Register member.  The good vicar is making
suitable noises so it is hoped he will rescue the car from its uncaring owner and join the
ranks of the Y&C.  With Geoff Dee around the corner, he will not be short of advice.
Regrettably the vicar did not buy the car, but member Rob Christie did in 1997.  He lapsed
his membership and put the car on the market in 1998.  I wonder where the green and
black TSK 501 is now?

Included in other finds during this period were two notable Model “Y”s.  Firstly, in New
Zealand the then second oldest known survivor had surfaced; a Model “Y” short rad, chassis
number Y490, known affectionately as “Clyde”, who joins “Bonnie”, the 1937 long rad
belonging to Dave McKelvey near Marlborough on the South Island.  Clyde now belongs
to Roger Healy in Queenstown.

The second significant discovery was the youngest known surviving short rad Model “Y”,
chassis number Y36169 – registered on the 30th September, just before the introduction
of the long rad in October.  LV 5279, as she was then registered, lived near Petersfield in
Hampshire belonging to Jenny Bone, who was welcomed aboard as a member of the
Register in this issue.  In 2005, Jenny and chief mechanic, husband Derek, emigrated to
the Blue Mountains in New South Wales, where they have regularly used and reported on
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“Blue’s” adventures on hairy roads and
rallies, as well as surviving bush fires and all
that the Australian bush can throw at them.

Viv Codd had forwarded some photographs
of our cars taken in the 1950s.  He recalled a
drive he did in a Model “Y” on a dirt track at
a funfair at that time.  The car had its steering
reversed, so that when you turned the wheel
left, the car went right and vice versa!
Presumably there was a contraption on the
steering column with a pair of cogs which
reversed the turn?

A new member in Finland, Juoko Kurri,
reported having two spare 8 hp engines, one
with twin water inlets.  The engine numbers
were preceded with the letter S which was a
tad puzzling.  We know that engines
reconditioned at Dagenham were preceded
by RY.  However, as Yvon Precieux has
recently suggested, other engineering
companies were reconditioning engines and
would have used their own specific
nomenclature.  However, as stamp collectors
will tell you, the Finnish name for Finland is
Suomi, which could well be the source of the
preceding letter S.

In this issue, we had the first mention of the
Bradshaw-bodied Model “Y” tourer, CMC
840, then owned by Chris Felstead in
Stubbington, Hampshire.  He was writing
from the Falkland Islands:-

“You suggest we members keep in touch with
developments in ‘our neck of the woods’.
Since December 1995, I have been on the
staff of CBFFI (Commander British Forces
Falkland Islands – including South Georgia)
and my ‘tour’ does not finish until mid-1997.
There has, therefore, been no progress on my
Y tourer.
There has been a report of a Y somewhere in
‘Camp’ (anywhere outside Port Stanley or
Mount Pleasant Airport is Camp) but I have
been unable to track it down yet.  From one

of the roads leading into Stanley, an early upright Anglia can be seen in semi-derelict
condition along with a Fordson lorry in one of the ‘hoarders’ back garden – they never get
rid of anything.  On the beach at a place called Teal Inlet, I have found the remains of 3 or
4 vintage motor bikes and 2 Citroën ‘Kegresse’ half-tracks which, being on beaded tyres,

probably date back to 1924.  All are horribly corroded and
of no use, even for spares.

Because of my posting, I have only been able to think about
the rebuild of ‘CMC’ – but when I get back home .....!!!!  The
last job I managed to do before leaving UK, was re-
chroming the coachbuilder’s nameplates – they were pretty
bad; being let into the door thresholds they got a good
bashing.  By the way can anyone cast any light on ‘Frank
Ivyson, Bradshaw Coachworks, Lakedale Road, London
SE18’.  The body was obviously built some time ago as the
nameplates carry a 3 digit telephone number.”

In addition to Jenny Bone and Juoko Kurri in Finland, there
were four other new members reported in this issue, one in
Hamburg, Germany and one in Rome, Italy.  We have lost
track of both of them and their Model “Y”s.
Gordon Meldrum, in Kirkaldy, joined us with Scottish
registered (Kinross) SV1148.  The car had moved some 16
miles since registration!  Drew Barr, our Scotland Regional
Contact, bought the car in 2013.  He also lives in Kirkaldy.
The last new member, Noel Page, with wife Terri, is well
known to those who attend the Register rallies and tours.
The comments on his joining were “Noel Page should by

now have completed minor refurbishment on his 1936 2door
Model ‘Y’, DM 9978, which he bought recently from one of our longest standing club
members, Peter Ketchell of Chester.  Peter had used the car over a twenty year period of
ownership but had decided to sell his old favourite after acquiring a lovely 1936 “CX”
tourer.”

In the previous issue (104), mention was made of the most expensive Model “Y” restoration
at £13,000; that of the standard £100 Tudor “Popular” Model “Y”, ENO 344, which for the
majority of the past 20 years has been owned and displayed, at the Enfield Pageant in
particular, by Jack Clarke and the gorgeous Shirley of Muswell Hill, London.  In this issue
(105) David Gustard relates his involvement with the car:-

“In June 1990, I was advised by David Ball (Model Y Taxis fame) that a Model Y had been
found in a barn in mid-Essex.  It was very original and had been stored in the barn for many
years.  Further enquiries established that the car had been moved to a repair garage in
Braintree, Essex for a possible restoration.  Very sketchy directions on the location of the
garage were obtained.  A few weeks later, in August 1990, my wife and I were driving in our
then recently restored 1935 Model Y, Reg No ARO 135, through Braintree in the hope of
locating the garage.  After a few wrong turns, we found it.

“Sorry the Guvnor’s out. Model Y?  No, its not here.  He’s sold it.  I think it’s now in Malden
being restored by some restoration workshop.”

Off to Maldon on a hunch to check the only ‘restoration workshop’ that we knew of.  On
arrival at Maldon we parked our Model Y outside some very up-market premises known for
restoring Jaguars, Aston Martins and MGs.  We parked under the following sign:-

FULLBRIDGE CARRIAGE COMPANY LIMITED
(incorporating the History of Jaguar,  Motor Museum)
HIGH CLASS RESTORERS AND SELLERS OF FINE MOTOR VEHICLES

Parked outside, awaiting restoration, was our quarry, Model Y Reg No ENO 344.  We went
in and asked to see the workshop Supervisor, Rick Embling.  Whilst talking to him I became
concerned as ten vehicle restorers, welders, sprayers and panel beaters had surrounded our
car.  I could only see the roof!  Rick Embling quickly re-assured us, “It’s OK, they will only
look.  They, more than anybody, know the effort that has gone into your restoration”.  He
then gave us a tour of the workshops and repair bays.  We spent some time looking over
ENO 344 and took some photographs.  The estimate for the restoration was £12,000 to
£14,000.

Over the next few months the restoration progressed. ‘Fullbridge’ used my Model Y Bulletins
and we kept in touch until late 1991, when we were told that the owner couldn’t pay the bill
and the car was to be “moth-balled”.  I didn’t see the completed vehicle and often wondered
what its future would be.”
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For sale:
Head Gasket set 8hp     £20
 Late Y Steering wheel -    £20
 A pair of new Y brake & Clutch pedals -  £25
 Spare wheel bracket -    £10
Contact: Colinatfordyandc@aol.com  or 07944
825045

For sale:  May 1937 4-door (Fordor) Model “Y” with
sliding roof. Complete and partially restored
following fire some 25 years ago. Originally black,
but now prepared in red oxide. Loving restoration
ceased some 3 years ago due to death of
owner. Regrettably no documentation, so
application to DVLA for reinstatement of original
registration is necessary. Registration plates in situ
on car. Car located in Wembley, London. Offers in
the region of £2500. Tel: 07715580543.

For sale:  Model Y / C Trailer for Sale. Hydraulic
tipping car trailer (no ramps needed to load car) 5'5"
wide by 13" long. Fully enclosed bed with internal
adjustable chocks. 1500kg gross weight and 560kg
unladen weight leaving loading weight of 940kg
(18.46cwt). Metal frame and green canvas cover with
all new zips, elastic loops and green canvas hitch
cover included. Specially built to carry a Ford Model
Y but will also carry a Ford Model C, Morris Minor,
Triumph Herald and possibly more small cars. Twin
axles with recently fitted new 10inch wheels, wheel
bearings, and heavy duty tyres plus a good spare.
Heavy duty Bradley hitch with built in barrel hitch
lock that can be locked when hitched or unhitched.
Built in internal roof storage cupboards. Diode front,
rear, number plate and brake lights installed plus
internal square florescent light. Motorcycle track
fitted that the cars will drive over. Car Securing staps
and wheel clamp included with the sale. £2,500 ONO.

Telephone 01782 963860 and ask for Ron. (Member)

Early Y parts for sale: Engine less distributor,
dynamo, clutch no. Y77214 free, feels good. I
removed it from a restored car 45 years ago reg CAE
231.

Following items are s/h and store soiled:
4 dynamo - 2 with cut outs, 3 starters, timing front
and side covers, dip stick c/w tube, front engine
mounting plate, camshaft gear drive, crankshaft with
full circle webs. Various 1172cc (10hp) new piston
rings.

Prefer to sell as one lot. Located in Bristol. £150.00
(could deliver at cost)

Please call John Hayes (Non Member) on
07768514756

For sale: Pair of half shafts from Model Y. Good
condition. £35 for the pair.    Please call me on
01202 743006 (Non-Member).
For sale: Pair of front doors for Model Y. In good
order complete with glass. £100 ono.   Please call me
on 07891796454 (Non-Member).
For sale: Set of red rear leather seats for a Model Y.
NOT in mint condition. Token price.  Contact Ian
Sandell.  07814937067 ian.sandell@hireco.co.uk

Wanted:
Ford Y steering wheel – without cracks. Also
windscreen surround with or without glass, plain or
chromed, in good condition.
Phone Chris Peacock on 01684 772994 or email
Christopher.peacock@hotmail.co.uk

Oval oil can with Ford script for my Model Y. Contact
Michael on miwi@carsntrucks4you.de

The story has a happy ending!  You will recall that, in my last Newsletter, I said that
the car was for sale by Lonsto (International) Ltd. in London.  I have contacted Rodger
Dodding, the Managing Director, and I am delighted to say that he took it on a 10 mile
drive and fell in love with it.  It is to join his stable of exotica (both cars and motor
bikes) and we hope to welcome him on board as a member of the Register.”

Jack has recently sold the car back to Rodger Dudding and it has once again joined his
collection in Potters Bar in Hertfordshire, which received praise in the November 2012
Classic Car Monthly in an article headed ‘The Studio 434 Collection’.  The collection
is also known as ‘Dudding’s Toy Cupboard’!  The Classic Car reporter commented that,
“at the last count there were 163 cars plus motorcycles and other motoring

collectables”.  He went on to comment
on some of the exotica in the
collection and then, “In complete
contrast a most beautifully restored
1937 Model Y Ford, said by some to
be the best in the world, .... ”

Finally, this issue reported on Robin
Del Mar’s completion of the London
to Brighton Classic Car Run the
previous June, in his yellow and black
cabriolet, WV 2895, beautifully
crafted from a Model “Y” van.  Two
professional photographs graced the
penultimate page of the issue.  He
particularly liked the one of him
cresting the summit of Ditchling
Beacon on the South Downs.

,

mailto:Christopher.peacock@hotmail.co.uk
mailto:Christopher.peacock@hotmail.co.uk
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What a line-up.

This line up of 22 Model “Y”s, 12 Model “CX”s and a V8 Model 48 made up an order placed by West Sussex Council in Chichester
on Gilbert Rice, the Ford main agent at 6 Worthing Road, Horsham, West Sussex.  So great was the order that the cars had to be
parked on the public car park next to the Ford premises.  The BPO 800 series of West Sussex registrations date the shipment at
January or February 1936.  Strangely, all the Model “Y”s appear to have sliding roofs as can be seen by the chromed water outlets
above the doors.  It is not clear whether the cars are Tudors or Fordors.  Regrettably, we do not know of any surviving BPO
registered cars.  The gentleman in the photograph, with cigarette in hand, is Gilbert Rice.

Bob's Joke Corner.
The following were contributed anonymously and illustrate how children can create

humour inadvertently. I bet you have many examples in your family life.

KIDS IN CHURCH
3-year-old Reese:
"Our Father, Who does art in heaven, Harold is His name.
Amen."

A little boy was overheard praying: "Lord, if you can't make me a better boy, don't worry
about it. I'm having a real good time like I am."

After the christening of his baby brother in church, Jason sobbed all the way home in the
back seat of the car.  His father asked him three times what was wrong. Finally, the boy
replied, "That preacher said he wanted us brought up in a Christian home, and I wanted
to stay with you."

I had been teaching my three-year old daughter, Caitlin, the Lord's Prayer for several
evenings at bedtime. She would repeat after me the lines from the prayer. Finally, she
decided to go solo.  I listened with pride as she carefully enunciated each word, right up
to the end of the prayer: "Lead us not into temptation," she prayed, "but deliver us from
E-mail.

A mother was preparing pancakes for her sons, Kevin 5, and Ryan 3.  The boys began to
argue over who would get the first pancake.  Their mother saw the opportunity for a moral
lesson. "If Jesus were sitting here, He would say, 'Let my brother have the first pancake, I
can wait.'

Kevin turned to his younger brother and said, "Ryan, you be Jesus!"

See what I mean? Please send me your family, or other, chuckle for us to share.

Bob Wilkinson.
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